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Nanoblot: an R-package for visualization of RNA isoforms
from long-read RNA-sequencing data

SAMUEL DEMARIO, KEVIN XU, KEVIN HE, and GUILLAUME F. CHANFREAU

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry and the Molecular Biology Institute, University of California, Los Angeles,
California 90095-1569, USA

ABSTRACT

RT-PCR and northern blots have long been used to study RNA isoforms usage for single genes. Recent advancements in
long-read sequencing have yielded unprecedented information about the usage and abundance of these RNA isoforms.
However, visualization of long-read sequencing data remains challenging due to the high information density. To alleviate
these issues, we have developed NanoBlot, an open-source R-package that generates northern blot and RT-PCR-like im-
ages from long-read sequencing data. NanoBlot requires aligned, positionally sorted and indexed BAM files. Plotting is
based around ggplot2 and is easily customizable. Advantages of NanoBlot include a robust system for designing probes
to visualize isoforms including excluding reads based on the presence or absence of a specified region, an elegant solution
to representing isoforms with continuous variations in length, and the ability to overlay multiple genes in the same plot
using different colors. We present examples of nanoblots compared to actual northern blot data. In addition to traditional
gel-like images, the NanoBlot package can also output other visualizations such as violin plots and 3′′′′′-RACE-like plots fo-
cused on 3′′′′′-end isoforms visualization. The use of the NanoBlot package should provide a simple answer to some of
the challenges of visualizing long-read RNA-sequencing data.

Keywords: nanopore sequencing; long-read sequencing; data visualization; isoform visualization; alternative splicing;
alternative polyadenylation

INTRODUCTION

mRNA isoforms usage is biologically important and dy-
namic. Alternative transcription start site, alternative splic-
ing, and alternative polyadenylation site selection all result
in the production of different mRNA isoforms from the
same transcription unit. These diverse isoforms increase
proteome complexity, and the presence of regulatory ele-
ments in each isoform can impact steady-state expression
levels or RNA localization. RNA isoforms usage has long
been studied on the scale of individual genes, first pre-
dominantly using northern blots and more recently by
RT-PCR. While easily performed, RT-PCR and northern
blots have limitations. RT-PCR cannot distinguish between
isoforms with differences outside of the region targeted for
PCR. Northern blots detect different isoforms which hy-
bridize to the same probe, but they can only detect one
or two gene products at a time. In addition, northern blots
cannot easily visualize isoforms that differ by only a few nu-
cleotides if the target RNA is long. The development of
long-read sequencing technologies is an exciting innova-

tion which allows for high-throughput studies of isoform
usage. However, due to the information density, visualiza-
tion of long-read sequencing data remains challenging
and tools for visualization are scarce.
One common approach to visualization is using images

from genome browsers such as the Integrative Genome
Viewer (Robinson et al. 2011) or UCSC Genome Browser
(http://genome.ucsc.edu) (Kent et al. 2002). This has the
advantage of showing all the reads obtained in a specific
genomic region. However, for genes with many isoforms
or long introns relative to coding regions, compact visualiza-
tion remains challenging. Tracks can be edited to shorten
long introns and reads can be downsampled to increase in-
formation density. Tools such as ScisorWiz (Stein et al. 2022)
help by automating much of this process. However, each
additional sample requires a new track to be added. This
takes up considerable space and makes the representation
of more than a few samples in a single image non-feasible.
Another common approach is assigning each transcript

to a discrete isoform. Tools such as IsoTV (Annaldasula
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et al. 2021) and Swan toolkit (Reese and Mortazavi 2021)
automate this process and help create intuitive visualiza-
tions of isoforms. However, this requires detailed annota-
tion of the host genome and assigns reads to distinct
groups. This means that if the model organism being in-
vestigated is not well studied, or if there are continuous
variations in isoform lengths, then counting is not possible.

A possible solution to these limitations is to represent
each read as a data point representing the length of that
read. The result of this is a plot which looks similar to an
RT-PCR gel or a northern blot (Guilcher et al. 2021).
To explore this idea, we have developed NanoBlot, an
R-package which allows for the visualization of long-read
sequencing data in an intuitive form reminiscent of
northern blots or RT-PCR data. The most recent version
of NanoBlot can be found on GitHub (https://github
.com/SamDeMario-lab/NanoBlot).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Main features of NanoBlot

NanoBlot was originally developed for visualization of
RNA isoforms detected using Oxford Nanopore Technol-
ogy (ONT) long-read sequencing data sets. However,
NanoBlot should be able to handle data obtained with
other long-read sequencing techniques such as PacBio.
NanoBlot takes aligned, positionally sorted, and indexed
BAM files as input. The location of the input data is provid-
ed as a BamFileList() created via Rsamtools. Each data set
must include a unique name. The sequencing data used
does not need to be normalized prior to running Nano-
Blot, as normalization is included. NanoBlot requires a se-
ries of target genomic regions referred to as “probes” (Fig.
1A). Probes are supplied as a standard six-column BED file,
in which each entry must have a unique name in the fourth
column. The subsetNanoblot() command is used to subset
each of the input BAM files to only the sequencing reads
which overlap with the specified probe region (Quinlan
and Hall 2010). Multiple probes can be specified as a char-
acter vector in which case each read must overlap will all
specified regions as in an “and” statement. If antiprobes
are specified, reads which map to the antiprobe region(s)
are excluded; this is an optional function which can be
used to exclude specific reads to simplify plots. Next, the
bamFileListToNanoblotData() command is used to extract
the readID and length of each read from the subsetted
BAM files and returns an R dataframe. Finally, the user
can plot the lengths using either their own code or the
included makeNanoblot() function (Fig. 1B). The makeNa-
noblot() function takes the output of bamFileListToNano-
blotData() and can generate three different types of
plots: (i) a plot where each read is represented as a series
of horizontal points corresponding to its length. This
type of plot is the most reminiscent of an actual northern

blot or RT-PCR gel (Fig. 1C); (ii) a violin plot which is useful
for representing samples where the isoforms of interest
have significantly different sizes (Fig. 1D); or (iii) a ridge
plot where density plots for each sample are slightly over-
lapped, making it useful for showing subtle differences in
length (Fig. 1E).

Checking sequencing library and reads’ integrity

Oxford Nanopore sequencing data quality can vary be-
tween samples. This can be due to degradation inherent
to the samples, incomplete DNA synthesis during library
preparation or incomplete feeding of the RNA through
the nanopore (Fig. 2A). Because NanoBlot is intended to
be used for isoform usage comparisons between samples,
it is critical that the data sets obtained from different sam-
ples have similar sequencing integrity. To facilitate these
comparisons, we have included functionality to generate
cumulative distribution plots showing the percentage of
full-length reads in each sample compared to a gene anno-
tation file. This function requires a series of user supplied
annotations which specify genomic regions in which no
5′-ends are expected to be found. In the example

A
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E

B

FIGURE 1. Overview of NanoBlot and example plots. (A) General
overview of NanoBlot. NanoBlot’s first step is the subsetting of BAM
files based on a genomic region, shown in bright green. Reads are
then represented as bands based on the length of the reads.
Multiple samples and probes can be shown on the same plot. (B)
Detailed workflow for using NanoBlot. (C–E) Example plots of the
same data shown as a nanoblot (C ), violin plot (D), and ridge plot (E).
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provided below, an annotation file of all coding regions
from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome was used.
Because of the relative lack of alternative 5′ transcriptional
start sites resulting in major changes in 5′ UTR lengths and
because of the low number of introns in the S. cerevisiae
genome this is a reasonable representation. For organisms
with greater genomic complexity, amanually curated list of
annotations may be required. However, the annotations
do not need to be highly accurate as the metric is intended
to be relative. If the same annotation file is used for multi-
ple libraries the comparison is still meaningful. The
calculateIntegrity() function counts the number of 5′-ends
occurring within each of the genomic regions and returns
a count table listing the number of reads overlapping
with each annotation as well as the number of 5′-ends oc-
curring in each. Finally, it also prints a cumulative distribu-
tion plot comparing the supplied BAM files.
As an example, sequencing libraries fromWT and rrp6Δ

knockout strains from S. cerevisiae were compared (Fig.
2B). The overlap between the two distributions indicates
that WT has slightly higher sequencing integrity.
However, the difference is minor indicating that a direct
comparison between isoform lengths in these two libraries
is reasonable. We also provide two examples of sequenc-
ing integrity data for specific genes for the rrp6Δ data set,
which highlight that the SIM1 gene exhibits a low percent-
age of full-length reads (Fig. 2C), while the VTC1 gene

shows a much higher fraction of full-length reads (Fig.
2D). Because of the wide variety of samples analyzed by
long-read sequencing, each user should decide on a spe-
cific minimum similarity for sequencing integrity required
to make a meaningful comparison between samples.

Control of plotting and features for northern
blot-like figures

Typical blot-like pictures were generated using NanoBlot
and compared to actual northern blot data for RNAs extract-
ed from S. cerevisiae WT and rrp6Δ mutant (Fig. 3A,B). The
pictures generated by NanoBlot were strikingly similar to ac-
tual northern blot data, even for low abundance products
such as an RNA cleavage product detected for RPL18A in
the rrp6Δ mutant (Fig. 3A), or for low abundance isoforms
of the ADI1 transcripts (Fig. 3B). In a nanoblot, the scale of
the y-axis representing the size of the RNA isoforms can
be changed allowing formore precise control over the distri-
bution of bands. By default, nanoblots are scaled to include
the full range of lengths. However, this occasionally results in
plots that appear squished. Setting a custom length range
can also increase plot legibility. If isoforms with large size dif-
ferences are to be represented on the same blot, a logarith-
mic scale can be used for the y-axis (Fig. 3B).
Traditional northern blots typically rely on the use of a

single radioactive or fluorescent probe which detects
RNAs hybridizing to the probe. Membrane stripping and
subsequent hybridization can be performed to detect dif-
ferent RNAs (e.g., a loading control). In contrast, nanoblots
can be overlapped and represented in multiple colors
making overlaying multiple samples possible. To illustrate
this feature, we used the data fromWTand rrp6Δmutant to
generate blot-like pictures representing the relative abun-
dances of the RPS7B and snR4 RNAs in these strains (Fig.
3C). Nanoblots can theoretically be overlayed infinitely.
However, overplotting quickly becomes a concern. This
can be partially alleviated by separating the probes into
adjacent lanes, as shown for RPS7B and snR4 in Figure 3D.
Bands in nanoblots are not at risk of being masked by

nearby highly abundant isoforms allowing for visualization
of isoforms with similar sizes. However, it is worth noting
that nanoblots generated from ONT sequencing data do
not give single nucleotide resolution accurate size esti-
mates. For instance, the mature form of the snR37 snoRNA
is 386 nt long; however, a nanoblot shows a band slightly
below the expected size (Fig. 3E). Limitations in base call-
ing and mapping efficiency inherent to long-read se-
quencing result in small discrepancies in transcript length
and NanoBlot includes insertions, deletions and soft-
clipped regions on the 3′- and 5′-ends in the length counts.
Because the frequency and lengths of insertions and dele-
tions in ONT sequencing data are sequence-dependent,
we cannot reasonably estimate this size misestimation.
PacBio long-read sequencing may give a more accurate
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FIGURE 2. Integrity metrics and examples. (A) Illustration of partially
sequenced reads aligned to a reference genome. An example anno-
tation is shown which covers the entirety of the coding region. Note
33.3% of the read’s 5′-ends are in the coding region, indicating partial
sequencing. (B) Integrity plot comparing the integrity of two S. cere-
visiae sequencing data sets from wild-type (WT) and rrp6Δ strains.
Two representative examples are shown. (C ) IGV screen shot of the
reads obtained for SIM1 in the rrp6Δ data set. Most of the reads
end within the coding region, resulting in a low integrity score. (D)
Same as above for VTC1.Most of the reads do not endwithin the cod-
ing region, resulting in a high integrity score.
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exact size due to the lower deletion rate and higher fidelity
at the 5′-ends of sequences (Dohm et al. 2020).

Conditional probes and antiprobes

A useful feature of the NanoBlot package is that nanop-
robes can be designed to select for more specific targets

than what is possible with northern blots or RT-PCR.
Nanoprobes can be designed to target reads in a condi-
tional manner and to exclude reads mapping to a specific
genomic region (hereby called antiprobe). To illustrate this
feature, we used data obtained after the nuclear depletion
of S. cerevisiaeNab2p. Nuclear depletion of Nab2p results
in pervasive transcriptional readthrough which was dem-
onstrated using ONT sequencing (Alpert et al. 2020). As
shown in Figure 3F, the two genes RPS9A and RPL21B
are located close to each other, and readthrough tran-
scripts generated from RPS9A detected after nuclear
depletion of Nab2p frequently run through the down-
stream RPL21B gene, convoluting the resulting plot (Fig.
3F,G) and making it difficult to identify transcripts originat-
ing from RPL21B. By using an antiprobe targeting the re-
gion between RPL21B and RPS9A, RPS9A readthrough
transcripts can be excluded from the plots, which provide
a clearer representation of transcripts that originate only
from the RPL21B promoter (Fig. 3F,G).

NanoRT-PCR and NanoRACE

Some RNA isoforms have size differences which would be
challenging to resolve on a nanoblot. This is the case for
alternatively spliced species which contain alternative ex-
ons or use splice sites that result in only small size differ-
ences, or in the case of alternative transcription start sites
that differ by only a few nucleotides. In order to visualize
small size differences that focus on specific regions of tran-
scripts, NanoBlot can also produce RT-PCR-like plots.

To produce an RT-PCR plot, a viewing window must be
specified in the subsetNanoblot() command. NanoBlot
then checks each read to ensure that they overlap with
the beginning and end of the viewing window. Any read
which does not is excluded from the output. The reads
are then hard clipped to the bounds of the viewing win-
dow. To illustrate this feature, we generated nanoblot
and an RT-PCR-like plot to visualize the presence of an iso-
form containing an alternative poison exon inclusion event
for the BAG1 mRNA. The poison exon contains a prema-
ture translation termination codon, and isoforms that con-
tain the poison exon can only be detected upon siRNA
knockdowns of human nonsense-mediated mRNA decay
(NMD) factors (Karousis et al. 2021), particularly when the
NMD factors SMG6 and SMG7 are codepleted. Full-length
BAG1 transcripts range from 1 to 4 kb long and the alter-
native poison exon is only 94 bp long, which makes it dif-
ficult to discriminate the poison exon containing mRNAs
from the other BAG1 species on a standard nanoblot
(Fig. 4A), even though it is clear that the total amount of
BAG1 RNAs increase after knockdown of NMD factors. In
contrast, generating a NanoRT-PCR plot highlights the sta-
bilization of the RNAs containing the poison exon cassette
upon NMD factors knockdown (Fig. 4B), providing an ex-
ample for the use of Nano RT-PCR.

C D E

F G

BA

FIGURE 3. Examples of nanoblots, comparison to northern blots,
overlaying, size estimation, and conditional probes. (A) Comparison
between 32P northern Blot and nanoBlot targeting the 5′-exon of
RPL18A. Notice the accumulation of the small molecular weight spe-
cies in the rrp6Δ samples. S: Spliced RPL18A mRNA, CF: 5′ cleavage
fragment. (B) Example of nanoblot on the low abundance gene,ADI1.
Also shown is a nanoblot with the size axis shown on a log2 scale. (C )
Overlaid nanoblot showing sequencing reads obtained from two
genes probed with different colors: RPS7B=orange; snR4=cyan.
(D) The same data as in C but with each probe+ samples combination
separated into its own lane. (E) Nanoblot showing size misrepresenta-
tion of snR37. The red line indicates the true size of the mature
snoRNA. slu7-AA: Direct RNA sequencing of Slu7-FRB rapamycin-
treated RNAs preprocessed with Terminator exonuclease, rSAP, and
in vitro polyadenylated. (F ) IGV screenshots showing the reads select-
ed by the use of a single probe (shown in green) (left) or a combination
of oneprobe and an antiprobe (shown in red) (right). (G) Nanoblot pro-
duced for the data shown in F using the combination of probe only (−)
or probe and antiprobe (+).
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A standard nanoblot visualization has limitations when
focusing on transcripts 3′-ends or to highlight differences
in polyadenylation sites which do not result in major dif-
ferences in the size of transcripts. To directly visualize al-
ternative 3′-ends or polyadenylation sites of specific
transcripts, we have included the “RACE” parameter in
subsetNanoblot(). When “RACE” is set to TRUE, reads
are not clipped downstream from the 3′-end of the view-
ing window. This makes NanoBlot a useful tool for the vi-
sualization of differences in 3′-ends or polyadenylation
sites. The use of the “RACE” parameter circumvents the
issue of partial coverage of the sequencing reads, as
many transcripts exhibit a bias of sequencing toward

the 3′-end. To illustrate this feature, we used sequencing
reads for the S. cerevisiae RPB2 and DIS3 transcripts.
Many of the reads for these two genes do not cover the
entire gene (Fig. 4C), so they could not be used for accu-
rate size estimation. However, these reads still provide
useful information regarding the poly(A) sites used, as
the reads coverage is biased toward the 3′-end of these
transcripts. Accurate density plots can be produced by
setting the ViewingWindow parameter of subsetNano-
blot() to cover the poly(A) sites. The NanoRace plots of
Figure 4C show that the RPB2 mRNA exhibits two major
poly(A) sites used at approximately equal rates, while
the DIS3 mRNA shows only a single poly(A) site.

Quantification of isoforms
with small length changes
using ridge plots

Representation of isoforms with minor
length changes can be challenging
using nanoblots. For instance, the
inactivation of the VIR gene in A. thali-
ana causes increased usage of proxi-
mal poly(A) sites (Parker et al. 2020).
However, because the distance be-
tween poly(A) sites can be relatively
small (25 nt) visualizing the size
change in a nanoblot, even when us-
ing nanoRACE, is not easy (Fig. 4D).
Using the ridge plot type and adding
a line indicating the median read
length helps to illustrate this subtle
change (Fig. 4E).

Advantages and limitations
of nanoblots

Issues and limitations linked mapping
and repeated or homologous
sequences

ONT sequencing has some limita-
tions. Lower average read quality
leads to significantly more reads be-
ing mismapped or rendered unmap-
pable compared to standard short
reads sequencing. Of particular con-
cern are genes with multiple copies
or paralogs. As an example, the S. cer-
evisiae TDH1 gene has two closely re-
lated paralogs, TDH2 and TDH3.
Long-read aligners (e.g., Minimap2)
have a particularly difficult time
uniquely mapping these reads and
therefore they are either not

A

C

D E

B

FIGURE 4. NanoRT-PCR, NanoRACE, and NanoRidge. (A) Nanoblot plot showing an alter-
native exon inclusion event (SCR1) Scramble 1, (SCR2) Scramble 2, (UPF1) UPF1
Knockdown, (SMG6) SMG6 Knockdown, (SMG7) SMG7 Knockdown, (SMG6+ 7) SMG6
and SMG7 Double Knockdown. (B) NanoRT-PCR plot with a viewing window spanning
the alternative exon. Labels same as in A. (C ) IGV screenshots of WT sequencing data
and NanoRACE plots. RPB2 shows alternative polyadenylation site usage while DIS3 shows
a single poly(A) site. Note the abundance of short reads making representation via a nano-
blot challenging. (D) NanoRACE of readsmapping to theArabidopsis thaliana PRPL34 gene
obtained from the VIR control or vir1-1mutant samples shown as a blot. (E) NanoRACE rep-
resentation of PRPL34 data shown as a ridge plot. The vertical black lines indicate the me-
dian read length.
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represented in the results BAM files or flagged as second-
ary alignments. As a result, NanoProbes targeting TDH1
can produce blank plots or plots with extra unintended
reads depending on how the mapping was handled. To
check for this the NanoBlot plotting function scans for po-
tentially multimapped reads. By default, if more than 10%
of the reads in a subsetted BAM file are flagged as second-
ary alignments then a warning is issued. The specific per-
centage of secondary alignments required to trigger a
warning can be changed by the end user. Because Nano-
Blot performs this check it is recommended that users ini-
tially run aligners allowing for secondary alignments.
However, due to the nature of ONT sequencing excessive-
ly short or homopolymer-rich exons can be skipped during
alignment. This generally results in a lower alignment
score, which is reported as a secondary alignment. In these
cases, it is recommended that the alignment be rerun with-
out allowing for secondary alignments to prevent duplica-
tion of the data.

Sensitivity

Nanoblots are subject to the limitations of Nanopore se-
quencing. One of the major issues is that short RNA frag-
ments or isoforms are not efficiently mapped. As a result,
smaller fragments cannot be efficiently represented in a
nanoblot. Sensitivity is also a concern. It is challenging
to quantify how sensitive Nanopore sequencing is com-
pared to traditional northern blots. As an example,
ADI1, a low abundance RNA transcript, is shown as either
a 32P northern blot, or a nanoblot (Fig. 3B). As with any
sequencing approach that includes a library preparation,
potential biases could be introduced by the ONT se-
quencing kits. As new strategies are developed to pre-
vent biases, they can be seamlessly incorporated into
NanoBlot.

Issues linked to the presence of degradation
products

RNA degradation and incomplete transcript sequencing
are a problem for accurate transcript size estimation.
Transcripts partially degraded from the 5′-end but with
an intact poly(A) tail will still be sequenced via ONT se-
quencing resulting in shortened read sequences. In nano-
blots, this results in a low molecular weight smear which
canmake representation difficult especially for longer tran-
scripts. One possible solution is to specify two regions as
probes, one at the 5′-end of the transcript and another at
the 3′-end. This will result in the visualization of only near
full-length transcripts. It is worth noting that if isoforms of
substantially different lengths are being investigated this
type of selection could result in the blot being biased to-
ward shorter transcripts.

Detection and visualization of polyadenylated and
nonpolyadenylated species and poly(A) tail length

Standard Nanopore RNA sequencing is poly(A)-based
meaning that any transcript lacking a poly(A) tail will not
be sequenced. There do exist ways to prepare RNAs for se-
quencing non-poly(A) RNAs. RNAs can be tailed or in vitro
polyadenylated prior to library synthesis (Tudek et al.
2021; Liu et al. 2022) and several approaches have been de-
veloped to sequence specific types of RNAs (Drexler et al.
2021; Ibrahim et al. 2021; Vo et al. 2021). However, some
specific RNAs lack terminal 3′ hydroxyls (e.g., the U6
snRNA; Lund and Dahlberg 1992) or have modifications at
their 3′-ends which prevent their polyadenylation in vitro
(e.g., aminoacylated tRNAs).While specific ad hoc enzymat-
ic treatments such as deacylation of tRNAs in vitro (see, for
example, Czech 2020) can help to promote in vitro polyade-
nylation of certain RNA, it is challenging to develop a gene-
ral strategy which would allow the detection of all classes of
non-polyadenylated RNAs using Nanopore RNA sequenc-
ing, so ad hoc strategies similar to the ones described in
the studies cited above should be used.

Finally, poly(A) tail length is not included in the bands
shown on nanoblots. The poly(A) tail length could theoret-
ically be included if a direct RNA sequencing strategy is
used, because poly(A) tail length can be estimated and
added to the length although the initial release of
NanoBlot does not have this functionality (Krause et al.
2019).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast growth

WT and rrp6Δ knockout yeast strains are from the BY4741 genetic
background. Yeast cultures were grown in YPD (1% w/v yeast ex-
tract, 2% w/v peptone, and 2% w/v dextrose). Briefly, 50 mL cul-
tures were grown at the standard 30°C to an OD600 of ∼0.4. Cells
were then pelleted and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for RNA iso-
lation. RNA isolation was performed as described (Wang et al.
2020).

RNA sequencing libraries preparation

Total RNAs were treated with DNase I (Invitrogen, catalog #: 18-
068-015) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Sequencing li-
braries were prepared using the Direct RNA Sequencing Kit
from Oxford Nanopore (ONT, catalog #: SQK-RNA002) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was per-
formed using R9.4 flow cells on a MinION Mk1B device and
sequenced for 48 h.

BAM file preprocessing

Base-calling was performed using Guppy Basecaller (version
6.1.1+1f6bfa7f8). Reads were then mapped to the S. cerevisiae
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genome: (S288C_reference_sequence_R64-3-1) usingMinimap 2
(version 2.17-r941). Mapped reads were sorted and indexed us-
ing IGVtools (Robinson et al. 2011).

Normalization

BecauseNanoBlots are generated from full RNA-sequencing data
sets, many different normalization techniques are viable.
Nanoblot includes the normalizeNanoblotData() function which
can perform normalization using DESeq2 or a simple library size
normalization. By default, NanoBlot accepts an annotation file
as input and normalization is done via DESeq2 (Love et al.
2014). First, NanoBlot counts read using Rsubread (Liao et al.
2019). Next, NanoBlot runs the estimateSizeFactors() command
from DESeq2 to generate size factors. Finally, the user supplies
the size factors to the makeNanoblot() function. NanoBlot gener-
ates plots with increased sampling for smaller libraries.
Unnormalized data are used to produce density plots. Multiple
replicates can be used in the DESeq normalization.

If an annotation file is not available, NanoBlot can also generate
normalization factors based solely on library depth. Other normal-
ization techniques can be used depending on the specific data
sets used. NanoBlot can accept either normalized or unnormal-
ized reads.

Data set generation

Bedtool’s intersect function is used to subset the input files to only
reads which overlap with the region of interest. An arbitrary num-
ber of probes can be specified as a character vector and will be
treated as AND probes, requiring each read to overlap with all
specified probes. Probes to be used for NOT statements are
specified as a character vector in the “targetAntiProbe” option.
OR logical statements must be done as two separate selections
and be merged by the end user.

NanoBlot can also produce RT-PCR or RACE-like plots where
the length of each read is counted as the number of mapped bas-
es in a viewing window. The “viewingWindow” option is used to
specify the RT-PCR function. See README for additional
information.

R packages and plotting

All required R packages are installed via Bioconductor (Huber
et al. 2015). The subsetted BAMs are read into R using
scanBAM() from the Rsamtools package (Morgan et al. 2022).
The length of each read is calculated from the CIGAR string and
listed in the qwidth column. Data are reformatted for plotting
with the dplyr (Wickham et al. 2022) package. Plot generation is
done via ggplot2 (Wickham 2016; Wilke 2021).

DATA DEPOSITION

Data for Saccharomyces cerevisiae SLU7 Anchor-Away were
downloaded from the SRA, accession number PRJNA827814.
Data for Saccharomyces cerevisiae Nab2 Anchor-Away were
downloaded from the GEO, accession number GSE156133.
Data forArabidopsis thalianaVIR and vir-1mutantweredownload-

ed from the ENA, accession number PRJEB32782.Data for human
NMD factors knockdownweredownloaded from theArrayExpress
database at EMBL-EBI (www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress) under acces-
sion number: E-MTAB-10452. Sequencing data generated for this
study are available at the SRA, accession number: PRJNA891745.
All custom R script used to generate figures in this publication

are available in the NanoBlot GitHub (https://github.com/
SamDeMario-lab/NanoBlot). NanoBlot is available under the
MIT license. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7213547.
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MEET THE FIRST AUTHOR

Samuel DeMario

Meet the First Author(s) is an editorial feature within RNA, in
which the first author(s) of research-based papers in each issue
have the opportunity to introduce themselves and their work
to readers of RNA and the RNA research community. Samuel
DeMario is the first author of this paper, “NanoBlot: An R-pack-
age for visualization of RNA isoforms from long-read RNA-
sequencing data.” Samuel is a PhD candidate in the
Biochemistry, Molecular and Structural Biology program at
UCLA. He joined the department in 2018 and works in the lab-
oratory of Guillaume Chanfreau. His research focuses on RNA
degradation pathways and computational methods in long-
read sequencing.

What are the major results described in your paper and how
do they impact this branch of the field?

Here, we present NanoBlot our R-package for the creation of
northern blot-like images from long-read sequencing data. As se-
quencing technologies have advanced the amount of information
we get about specific RNA isoforms increases dramatically, neces-
sitating new ways to represent data. We hope NanoBlot becomes
a useful part of the data visualization toolbelt.

What led you to study RNA or this aspect of RNA science?

During the 2021 RNA Society meeting, one of the speakers
showed a northern blot and said they “were keeping the art of
the northern blot alive.” Later, I was talking to my lab mate about
that comment, and hementioned that northern blots are satisfying
to look at. I tend to agreewith him. For many biochemists, agarose
gels are among their first experiences with raw data. Because of
this, interpretation of blots or blot-like data is intuitive. This realiza-
tion led us to develop NanoBlot.

During the course of these experiments, were there any
surprising results or particular difficulties that altered your
thinking and subsequent focus?

The first nanoblot we made was incredibly surprising to us. I had
the idea for NanoBlot around 1 P.M. and by 5 P.M. the first
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NanoBlot had been made. The next morning, I invited Guillaume
to look at the plot I had made. I pulled up the nanoblot and ex-
plained to him what I did. There was a moment of awkward silence
where Guillaume waited for me to pull up the nanoblot, followed
by laughter when he realized he was already looking at it. Since
then, we have changed the default way that nanoblots are dis-
played to make them look less like real northern blots.

Are there specific individuals or groups who have influenced
your philosophy or approach to science?

I wish I remembered where I first heard this, but it was pointed out
to me that Einstein’s E=mc2 equation did not come out of a per-

fectly designed experiment or incredibly complex derivation.
Rather, it’s a reassembling of previously characterized equalization
into a formwith interesting implications.What I took away from this
is that the way you represent your results is just as important as the
results themselves.

What are your subsequent near- or long-term career plans?

In the future, I’d like to work on personal genomics for early med-
ical intervention.
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